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ON THE SOLUTION OF NON-LINEAR 
ELEMENT EQUATIONS 

R. KouruAt 

FINITE 

Department of Structural Engineering, Helsinki University of Technology, Rakentajanaukio 4A, 
SF-02 150 Espoo, Finland 

Abstract-The paper deals with the basic requirements in the construction of a reliable continuation 
procedure. Adaptive step length determination and calculation of critical equilibrium states are discussed. 
For simple critical points an algorithm, which does not need classification between different types of 
bifurcations or even distinction between limit vs bifurcation point, is described. Situations where the 
extension of the parameter space could reveal vital information concerning the behaviour of the structure 
being analysed, are addressed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The finite element methods have proved to be useful 
engineering tools for the analysis of a great variety 
of structures. During the last few decades the 
rapid development in computer science has made 
it possible to analyse even highly non-linear 
behaviour of solids. Also the progressive step 
towards user-friendly pre- and post-processing 
programs has brought non-linear finite element 
analysis accessible to inexperienced users, who are 
unacquainted with the hidden dangers of non-linear 
problems. So, construction of a robust solution 
strategy for the non-linear equilibrium equations is 
of primary importance. 

Discretization of non-linear equations of a 
static equilibrium yields a n-dimensional non-linear 
algebraic equation system 

F(q, A) = 0, (1) 

where q is a n-dimensional vector of displacement 
quantities, also called a state variable vector, and rl 
is a m-dimensional parameter vector. The parameter 
vector can consist of loads, imperfections and/or 
material parameters. Solution of the multidimension- 
ally parametrized non-linear equilibrium surface 
requires complicated algorithms [l, 21. Thus it is 
not surprising that the dimension of the parameter 
space is usually reduced to one. In structural and 
solid mechanics, the system (1) is often written in 
the form 

(2) 

where R is the vector of internal resistance forces, Q, 
the reference load vector and 1 the load parameter, 
which now alone characterizes the parametrization of 
the problem. 

Writing R as a function of the total displacements 
q is deceptive. Actually, the internal force vector is 
assembled from 

R(e) = s Bru dl’, 
MI) 

where B is the strain-displacement matrix, which can 
be obtained from the relationship 

bs=Bdq 

between the virtual nodal point displacements and 
the virtual strains.1 The stress measure e is chosen to 
be conjugate to the strain measure, for example, if e 
is the Green-Lagrange strain then u is the second 
Piola-Kirchhoff stress. In general there is no explicit 
or even implicit relationship between stresses u and 
the total nodal point displacements q. 

CONTINUATION PROCEDURE 

Solution of the non-linear system (2) is frequently 
obtained by an incremental approach. From a known 
equilibrium state (‘q, ‘A) an adjacent configuration 
(‘q, 21) is looked for. Incrementing the equilibrium 
equation (2) 

(4) 

where 

t Present address: Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, 
Eindhoven University of Technology, Den Dolech 2, P.O. 
Box 513. 5600 MB Eindhoven. The Netherlands. 

AR”’ = 
s 

ABr('a) d V + 
MI) s 

'BrAa dV, (5) 
VW 

$ Here 15 means virtual variation. In the following sections 
6 is reserved to indicate iterative change. AQ='1AQ,+Anl'Q,, (6) 
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results in a linear equation system for unknown 
incremental displa~ments 

‘K Aq = *d IQr - ‘R. (7) 

The tangent stiffness matrix ‘K at configuration 1 
consists of the incremental stiffness, the initial ro- 
tation matrix, the initial stress (geometric stiffness) 
and possibly the load stiffness matrices. 

In the continuation algorithm two strategies have 
to be chosen: how to proceed from configuration 1 to 
the next configuration 2 (prediction), and how to 
improve the predicted solution (correction). The first 
question is crucial. It has direct influence on the 
behaviour of the corrector algorithm and so to the 
cost of computation. Also, depending on the 
kinematical assumptions made in the formulation of 
eqn (4), the accuracy of the solution and the 
reliability of the whole computation process is to a 
great extent determined by the prediction phase. 
Thus, the construction of a reliable predictor 
algorithm is of primary interest. 

The simplest procedure is the Newton-Raphson 
or the modified Newton-Raphson iteration, in 
which the load increment A1 = ‘1 - ‘;I is kept 
constant, and the choice of the load increment size 
is the primary question. The prediction and the 
correction to the displacements are performed using 
the same scheme 

Aqs’ = 1K-‘(21*Q, - ‘R), 

6q’ = (K-l)‘- l(ZJQ;- I _ Ri- I), 

i = 2,3,. . . , (8) 

where 8q’ is the correction to the previous estimate 
2 i-f 
q 

, i.e. 'qi= lq + Aqis2qi-I -f-&q', and R'-' = 

R(*q’- ‘). SimpIicity and the quadratic convergent 
are the main advantages of the full Newton-Raphson 
iteration, but the cost of the computation could be 
very high, due to the reforming and triangulation of 
the tangent stiffness matrix at each iteration step. In 
the last decade a lot of attention has been paid to the 
development of the so-called quasi-Newtonian 
methods. They have better convergence character- 
istics than the modified Newtonian method and are, 
in principle, computationally more effective than the 
full Newtonian method. However, in geometrically 
highly non-linear problems the quasi-Newtonian 
methods usually fail to converge, and so they cannot 
be regarded as robust corrector algorithms[3]. An 
excellent survey of the mathematical properties of 
different quasi-Newtonian methods is given by Den- 
nis and More [4]. Numerical experiments of the quasi- 
Newtonian methods in the structural finite element 
applications have been presented by Matthies and 
Strang [S] and Crisfield [6-81. Eriksson [9] has used 
the idea of eigenvector projections to speed up the 
convergence of the corrector iteration. 

The corrector iterations in the constant load 
incrementing methods fail to converge near limit 
points, where the tangent stiffness matrix becomes 
singular. A simple remedy is to add a constraint 
equation 

c(Aq, An) = 0 (9) 

relating displacement and load quantities, and to 
solve the changes of load and displacements from the 
extended system [ 1 O-l 51 

G(q, J”) = 

~Aq+~A~ +F(‘q,‘A)=O 

$ Aq + $ Ad + c(‘q, ‘.I) = 0. 
(10) 

The Jacobian matrix of the extended system (10) 
is not necessarily symmetric and the banded nature 
of the Jacobian of the mapping F is not preserved 
in the Jacobian of G. Algorithms which take 
the special form of the system (10) into account, 
should be used to solve the linearized equation 
system of n + 1 unknowns. Rammf16] and 
Crisfield [17] solved the system (10) by splitting 
the incremental displacement vector into two parts 
and using the Jacobian of mapping F, i.e. the con- 
ventional tangent stiffness matrix to obtain these two 
parts. The constraint equation (9) can be written 
briefly in the form 

c(Aq, At) = trCn + 8. (11) 

Different possibilities exist to choose the form of 
the tangent vector t, vector n and scalar @ 116-201. 
A positive definite, or at least positive semidefinite, 
diagonal weighting matrix is used to make the load 
parameter and the different displacement quantities 
commensurable. It is in partitioned form 

W c= a*’ 

[ 1 

where the diagonal matrix W contains the weighting 
terms of displacements and u is a scaling factor. 
Matrix W can also be updated [21], during the com- 
putation in order to adapt the solution algorithm to 
the particular problem in question. For instance, the 
emergence of local instabilities could be detected 
better by the continuation method if the procedure 
could control more closely those degrees of freedom 
which change most rapidly. 

The arc length As between configurations 1 and 2 
is defined by 

(As)* = t,‘Ct,, (13) 
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tX= [Aq’ An]. The prediction step to next configur- 
ation can be determined from 

Aqb = (‘K-‘)‘Q,, 

AI ’ = sign(‘K) 
&Aq;)rt Aqb+.?’ 

Aq’=M’Aq;, (14) 

where the Signum operation is defined 

sign(K) = 
; :, iflflczoive definite; (15) 

3 

A family of corrector algorithms are expressed in 
the form [22]: solve the iterative changes aq’ and 61’ 
from 

Ki- 1 aqi = sJ_iQ;- I _ Fi- 1, 

c(Aq’, An”) = (t’)‘Cn’ + 0’= 0, 

(164 

(16b) 

in which 

bq’ = Sl’bqb + aq:, 

gqi,i(Ki-I)-IFi-1. 

In the case of Fried’s method [18], vectors t, n and 
scalar 6 are 

+=[“?I, ni=[$j, 0’=0. (17) 

It results in a linear equation for solving the load 
parameter change. With a certain choice of the 
weighting matrix W, vectors r’, n’ and scalar 8’, 
eqns (16) and (15) can be identified with the single 
displacement control method (231.7 If the choice of 
the controlling displacement is determined indepen- 
dently at each step, the method is similar to Rhein- 
boldt’s continuation procedure [24] which also has 
proved to be reliable and effective[25]. Substituting 
eqn (17) into (16), the iterative change of load 
parameter is computed from the equation 

61i= - 
(dqb)TW sq:. 

(iSqb)rW bqb + a2 ’ 
(18) 

7 If t’= II’= [(Aq’)’ Al’lr and the weighting matrix 
W contains only one non-zero element, i.e. C= 
diag[O, . . . , 1, . . . , O,aT, then the absolute value of the 
scalar 0 is the square of the prescribed displacement incre- 
ment. 

# However, in the case of multi-processor computers the 
advantage of parallelism can be exploited at this stage. 

The geometrical interpretation of Fried’s method is 
shown in a one-dimensional case in Fig. 1. It can be 
seen that the Fried’s procedure is an orthogonal 
projection onto the tangent space 

So, the tangent vector P E 5 and correspondingly the 
normal vector belongs to the orthogonal complement 
of the tangent space, i.e. 

dF T 
n’E_K=Y’=rge - K )I ax . 

It should be noted, that if the tangent stiffness matrix 
is not updated in the corrective iteration process, 
Fried’s method coincides with the normal plane 
method, suggested by Ramm [ 161 and which is similar 
to the original approach proposed by Riks [13]. It is 
also worth mentioning, that the tangent t’ is only an 
approximation to the real tangent of the equilibrium 
path, and it will coincide to the real tangent on an 
equilibrium point [26]. 

Computationally, a very effective strategy would be 
a combination of pure load controlled procedure (on 
the stiffening part of the equilibrium path) and a 
variable single displacement control method (on the 
softening part). In this approach the vector dot 
products in solving the iterative change of the load 
parameter (18) are avoided. Also in the stiffening 
part, the multiple reduction and back-substitution of 
load vectors Q!-’ and F’-’ need not be done.$ 

DETECrION OF SINGULAR POINTS 

The solution of eqn (16a), can bc achieved as long as 
the Jacobian K is regular. When a critical point is 
attained, the condition 

K+=O (19) 

is satisfied, where 4 is the eigenvector belonging to 
the eigenvalue w = 0. By symmetry of K Cp also 

Fig. 1. Orthogonal projection method. 
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Fig. 2. Determinant and the smallest eigenvalue as a 

function of path parameter. 

satisfies bTK = Or. The solvability condition of 
eqn (16a) is then 

A.X# ‘Q, = 0 (20) 

(F = 0 at equilibrium configuration). If a simple 
critical point where 

dim(ker K) = 1 (21) 

is in question, there are two possibilities to satisfy 
eqn (20), either A1 = 0 (limit point) or #rQ, = 0 
(bifurcation point), In numerical computations, the 
conditions (19) and (20) are never exactly satisfied. 
Also, near the singular point the system of equations 
is ill-conditioned and large round-off errors can 
deteriorate the accuracy of the computed equilibrium 
path. Then, it might be preferable to keep away from 
the singular point as far as possible, and the nearby 
existence of the critical point should be estimated in 
the ~ntinuation method as early as possible. On the 
other hand, the classification of limit and bifurcation 
points is more reliable when small increments are 
used near the critical point. It could be worth using 
a deflated decomposition method to solve the nearly 
singular system (16a) as pointed out by 
~einboidt [24]. 

Possibly the most reliable way to estimate the 
forthcoming critical point, is to extrapolate the zero 
point of the smallest eigenvalue (absolute value). 

a b 
a a 

A -n 

F A&-i 

___!- 

S 

Monitoring the evolution of the smallest eigenvalues 
of K as a function of the path parameter 
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is quite expensive; especially in cases where one 
critical point is reached and an unstable post-critical 
equilibrium path is followed. In this case at least two 
lowest eigenvalues have to be determined. In most of 
the practical computations, the determinant of the 
~ngent stiffness matrix gives su~cient info~ation. 
It is an easy byproduct of the normal continuation 
process, so the additional computational work is 
minimal The only drawback is that the determinant 
is a product of all eigenvalues and so the rate of 
change in its value can be high in areas which are 
quite far from the critical point, see Fig. 2. However, 
this could indicate that some of the higher modes (at 
the present moment) will be the critical ones after 
some subsequent steps, for instance in the case of 
example 4 by Eriksson 1251. 

The determinant of the Jacobian K can easily 
be computed from the triangular d~om~sition 
of K- LDLf and the Signum function of the 
stiffness matrix (15) can be determined by monitoring 
the negative elements in D. Change in the numbers 
of negative elements in D is considered as an 
evidence of the existence of a critical point inside 
this step. 

If the critical point is noticed during the step Aq,,, 
Ad,, , As,, the condition of the existence of limit point 
is first checked, i.e. whether a point s~~E(s,_,, s,,) 
exists with the property dA/ds = 0. This can be done 
by using an interpolation polynomial for d = n(s) 
through the previous computed points. In this study 
parabolic inte~olation is used and so the data from 
three equilibrium points is needed. If the product 
AI, _ , AA, is negative, it is clear that the limit point 
is reached, see Fig. 3a, but also if it is positive, a 
possibility of the existence of Iimit point stili exists 
(Fig. 3b). In this case an estimate for the critical value 
of se, can be obtained from the inte~olation poly- 
nomial. 

If the criteria for the existence of limit point is not 
satisfied, the critical eigenvector is needed to verify 

Fig. 3. Two possibilities which satisfy the limit point condition. 
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the condition of bifurcation point, which is satisfied 
if 

(23) 

where TOL is a prescribed tolerance, and the norm 
is a standard Euclidean norm. The critical load can 
be computed by using linear interpolation 

A,, = 1, - 
1,-I,_, - 

d (?,-h_, “’ (24) 

where 2 is the modified determinant value, 
&_, =sign(K,_,)ldetK,_,I, L?, = sign(KJdet K,]. 
The critical load value can also be interpolated from 
the critical eigenvalue-load relationship, if the lowest 
eigenvalues are calculated during the continuation 
process. If neither the bifurcation nor the limit point 
condition is satisfied, despite that a change in the 
number of negative terms in D is noticed, the situ- 
ation could be due to the round-off errors in the 
triangulation algorithm or it is due to the inconsis- 
tency of the tangent stiffness matrix with respect to 
the internal force vector. In these situations special 
care should be paid to the decision of the continu- 
ation of the computation. 

BRANCHING ONTO THE SECONDARY PATH 

When the bifurcation point (qc,, A,,) is determined, 
the direction of the branch is needed in order to 
follow the post-critical equilibrium path. The solution 
of eqn (16a) is written as a sum of a particular 
solution p and an arbitrary multiple of the eigenvec- 
tor 4 associated with the critical state 

dq=tlp+W (25) 

The solution of the unknown scalar multipliers r~ and 
c can be determined using the second-order 
equation [ 13,271 

d2F aF d2q aF d21 -=- 
ds* aqG+&i7 

+[(-$$)$+($$)n]=O. (26) 

At the bifurcation point the Jacobian aF/aq is singu- 
lar and the term aF/&l is orthogonal to the critical 

t The constraint equation (9): c(Aq, AL) = (ti)TCni + 0’ 
= 0, C = diag[W a*] is said to be elliptical if: 
f = II~ = t’,‘, = [(Aqj)’ AI i]T, 8’ = -(Ad)‘, a # 0; and cylin- 
drical if a = 0. 

eigenmode. Thus the last term in brackets multiplied 
with the eigenmode should vanish. This leads to the 
scalar equation 

4t2+2a2tq +a,q*=O, (27) 

where the abbreviations are 

a,=+’ ) 1 ,+g . (28) 
If the particular solution p is chosen to be the tangent 
vector of the primary path, the coefficient a, van- 
ishes [ 131. 

Two different situations arise. In the case 
of symmetric bifurcation the coefficient a, is 
zero [13,28], so q = 0 and 5 can be chosen to be 
the next arc-length As (114 IIH, = ,/(#‘W#) = 1). 
When antisymmetric bifurcation is in question, a, # 0 
and the unknown parameters r~ and 5 can be solved 
from eqn (27) by use of a suitable constraint 
equation. 

When the dimension n of the mapping F is large, 
the direct evaluation of the second-order derivative 
a*F/aq* is out of the question. The computation of 
the coefficients ai has to be carried out approximately. 
Several ways to compute these quantities are 
presented in [13-1527,291. The problem of the 
decision whether a, is zero or not is obvious. There- 
fore it seems preferable to construct a procedure 
which does not require the estimation of parameters 
ai. Rheinboldt [30] has developed a refined branching 
algorithm which does not need the coefficients ai. 
In this method a point onto the branch is iterated 
from a perturbed state q = qc, + &, where 5 is an a 
priori chosen small parameter. Rheinboldt’s numeri- 
cal experiments show that the procedure is not very 
sensitive to the choice of <. In [22] a similar algorithm 
have been developed where the parameter r which 
multiplies the eigenvector is considered as an un- 
known. An initial value of r is set to &, = As and an 
iteration process with Crisfield’s elliptical constraint 
equation is ad0pted.t 

Probably the simplest and most reliable way to 
branch is to use Fried’s orthogonal projection 
method from the perturbed critical state 
q = qc, + A,$. Because this method does not require 
a known equilibrium point as a starting value, 
the iteration onto the branch can be started from 
the perturbed state which is not an equilibrium 
state. The branching procedure is illustrated in a 
one-dimensional case in Fig. 4. 
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a 

Fig. 4. Branching onto the secondary path. 

Actually if the orthogonal projection method is 
used, no classification of the critical points needs to 
be done. Assume that a simple critical point is 
notified in the continuation algorithm. Two possibil- 
ities for the current state exist: a limit point is passed 
and the present configuration corresponds to the 
unstable post-critical equilibrium state, or a bifur- 
cation point is passed and the present state is an 
unstable point on the primary path. If the distance to 
the critical point is small enough, the next prediction 
step can be chosen to 

tT = [A+ 01. (29) 

During the subsequent corrector iterations, the equi- 
librium configuration onto the post-critical path is 
obtained. It should be noted that the full 
Newton-Raphson iteration is required in the first 
step onto the post-critical state. In order to avoid 
failure in the case of symmetric bifurcation point, see 
Fig. 5, the reference configuration to the first incre- 
ment onto the post-critical path should be the critical 
equilibrium state, or close enough. 

As a summary these two strategies are given below 
using pseudo-Fortran code in Tables 1 and 2. 

SOME COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 

Arc-length control 

The first value of the arc-length can be determined 
at the first iteration cycle of the first load step by the 
formula 

As = Adt,/[(Aqb,)rW Aqb, f a2], (30) 

t The current stiffness parameter, introduced by Bergan et 
al. [33] is specially suited to foretell the existence of limit 
Points on the equilibrium Path. It is insensitive to bifur- 
cation Points existing on the Path. However, when it is used 
in conjunction with, for instance, the normalized lowest 
eigenvalue o,, quite a lot of information concerning the 
possible existence of coming critical points can be obtained; 
a few examples: (a) $, zz 0, ai, < 0 and o, is 
‘small’ =+ bifurcation point from a linear pre-buckling path, 
(b) $ < 0, ti, c 0 both S, and o, are small =S limit point 
ahead, (c) &, ~0, ~6, ~0, 9, < ~6, and o, is 
small + bifurcation point from a softening non-linear pre- 
critical state is expected. 

Q 
L 

Fig. 5. Possible failure after a symmetric bifurcation point. 

where AnI is given as an input data. Scaling par- 
ameter u is determined from 

(Aqb$-W Aqb, = a2(A12;)*, (31) 

and it is then kept constant. Also other possibilities 
to determine the first arc-length exist [31]. 

From the point of view of successful and economi- 
cal computation, the question of determining the 
arc-length for subsequent steps is essential. 
Ramm [ 161 proposed a simple formula to the arc- 
length control 

As 
Id p 

n+,=bn 7 9 0 ” 

(32) 

where Id is the number of desired iterations per load 
step and Z. the corresponding number at step n. The 
damping parameter p is usually set to l/2. This 
approach could in some cases produce uneconomi- 
cally small increments. To circumvent this drawback 
the arc-length is modified only if 

1” -c Gwer or Z, > Zfppr. (33) 

Chaisomphob et al. [32] have proposed an increment- 
ing algorithm which is based on the curvature 
changes of the equilibrium path. In their formulation 
restriction AS” < Ar, has been made and, practically, 
its use is limited to certain types of problems. 

When Ramm’s proposal (32) is used with the 
updated weighting of the displacements quantities, a 
much more economical solution can in many cases be 
obtained, for instance see Table 1 in [22]. However, 
the formal proof for the reasons of this kind of 
improvement is wanted. In addition to the catalogue 
of suitable steering parameters of the continuation 
procedure, determinant, the lowest eigenvalue(s), the 
current stiffness parameter [331-l 

s _ 4~)ll4@Nl 
A - mNl4(~)ll ’ 

(i = dl/ds, etc.) (34) 
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Table 1. First algorithm for searching post-critical paths 

at step n 
IF (simple critical point) THEN 

CALC.ULATE: s, from al/as = 0 
IF (s, E (s, _ , , s,)) THEN 

PRINT: limit point at load value & = &,.) 
ELSE 

4TQ, 
CALCULATE: b = ~ 

II4IIllQ,ll 
IF (b < 7-0~5) THEN 

PRINT: simple bifurcation point at load value Iz, = &,) 
CALCULATE: displacements, strains, stresses etc. at the critical point 
USE: tT = [A.rsQ T 0] as a predictor 

ELSE 
PRINT: message, that the classification of critical point failed 

END IF 
END IF 

END IF 
CONTINUE: as before using the orthogonal projection method 
(at least at the end of the present step) 

and the rates of these parameters with respect to the 
path parameter can be appended. No one of these 
parameters (Id/Z,,), det, o,, S,, dkt, (3, and S, alone 
is adequate, but together every little 
mation gained from those parameters 
cision concerning the determination 
arc-length. 

bit of infor- 
helps the de- 
of the next 

Determination of the weighting factors 

The initial values of the terms in the diagonal 
weighting matrix W in the arc-length constraint 
equation (9) are determined after the prediction step. 
A simple choice is [19] 

wkk = [@Sak)tl-‘. (35) 

Another possibility, which has proven to be more 
stable and efficient in the numerical computations is 
presented in [22]. Vector 

A&, 1 
Aq;, = i 

i 1 Aqb,., 

(36) 

is partitioned to groups containing local degrees of 
freedom at each nodal point (np is the total number 
of nodes). Then the vector Aqb,,i of the ith node 
contains elements 

A&i= (37) 

where ndofis the number of degrees of freedom in the 
ith node. Then 

(38) 

where the notation ave is the average over all nodes, 
and the global degree of freedom k can be determined 
from the local degree of freedom j. Also the average 
in eqn (38) can be determined based on different 
grouping of the nodal values as in eqn (37). One 
possibility is to split the nodal degrees of freedom to 
rotational and translational displacement groups and 
then take the average over the mesh in these groups 
in eqn (38). De Borst [34] used a weighting matrix W 
with the diagonal terms either 1 or 0 in analysing the 
complex behaviour of concrete structures. 

Updating of the weighting matrix W is often 
advantageous in order to maintain the ability to 
control those degrees of freedom which change most 
rapidly. For instance, the emergence of local instabil- 
ities will be better detected by the continuation 
method. It is updated by the formula[21] 

twkk),+, = ‘i $w](wkk)w (3g) 

Table 2. Second algorithm for searching post-critical paths 

at step n 
IF (simple critical point) THEN 

PRINT: simple critical point at load value 1, = IQ,) 
CALCULATE: displacements, strains, stresses etc. at the critical point 
USE: tT = [A.$ T 0] as a predictor 

END IF 
CONTINUE: as before using the orthogonal projection method 
(at least at the end of the present step) 
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where the vector 

aq 4 
v=as”iG’ 

The scalar parameter r follows from the condition 

WV, + ,I = trtw, 1. (41) 

NEED TO THE EXTENSION OF PARAMETER SPACE 

When the system (1) is solved under a single 
control, which in structural computations often 
means a load controlled system, the question of the 
reasonable extension of the parameter space is related 
to the sensitivity of the load carrying capacity of the 
structure. Rapid changes or local minimas in the 
eigenvalue spectrum are indicators of the possible 
existence of the neighbouring unstable equilibrium 
paths of slightly perturbed system. Natural extension 
to the parameter space is the amplitude of the 
corresponding eigenmode which can be set as a 
perturbation to the geometry. Other possibility is to 
add a perturbation load component, which has maxi- 
mum energy with the corresponding eigenmode, as a 
new member of the parameter space. 

The solution of the eigenvalue spectrum of the 
problem at each step of the continuation process is 
out of the question. Only the evolution of the lowest 
eigenvalue or the determinant of the tangent stiffness 
matrix can be done with reasonable cost. Assuming 
that the structure has a stable equilibrium state, the 
criteria for starting the extension of the parameter 
space could be 

det@, - I ) < tl W&J, 
det(K, > > det(K, _ , > c det(K, _ 2 >, (42) 

where rl is the prescribed treshold tolerance. 
The condition in eqn (42) could be fulfilled when 

the structure has degenerated symmetric bifurcation 
point or near asymmetric bifurcation. Some trials 
with continuation of the perturbed problem could 
give important information about the nature of the 
problem. 

COMPUTATION OF THE PERTURBED PATH 

A simple approach, which utilizes the properties of 
Fried’s orthogonal projection method, is the determi- 
nation of the perturbed equilibrium paths from the 
equilibrium path just being followed. In order to 
avoid convergence to the uninteresting complemen- 
tary paths, the procedure should be started at the 
point which is two steps earlier than the current step 
where the minimum condition (42) is noticed, i.e. at 
step n - 2. Denoting the parametrically extended 
system by 

F(q, 4 6) = 0, (43) 

where L is the imperfection parameter (amplitude of 
the perturbation eigenmode or a perturbation load 
component), the Jacobian of the mapping with re- 
spect to the vector xr = [qr 1 t.] is 

aF 

ax 
-K 

aF 
-_= Q, z . 1 (4) 

Now, the extended form of the tangent and normal 
vectors (17) can be defined as 

+Q]. +I, (45) 

and the prediction step onto the perturbed equi- 
librium path is written as 

where 

6q=6L6q,+6q,+6qC, (46) 

6q, = A&. 

During the subsequent corrector iterations, the 
imperfection amplitude BE is kept constant. If it is 
regarded as a variable, an additional constraint 
equation is needed. 

One problem remains: the computation of aF/&. If 
the internal force vector R = R(q, 6) can be obtained 
in an implicit form of the variables q and 6, as in the 
case of the simple two d.o.f. example below, the 
procedures will succeed. However, in a general non- 
linear FE approach it is not the case, and the 
convergence to the correct perturbed equilibrium 
path will not be obtained. It should be noted, that in 
the case of path-dependent material models, the only 
possible correct way to get information from the 
behaviour of the perturbed structure, is to begin 
the continuation of the perturbed structure at the 
unloaded state. 

This kind of parameter space extension has simi- 
larity to the sensitivity analyses, see for instance [35]. 

SOME REMARKS ON MULTIPLE CRITICAL POINTS 

Suppose that 

dim(ker K) = N (47) 

at the critical point. The displacement and the load 
parameter can be expanded as a power series of the 
path parameter 

1 = A,, + i Q(S - s,,)i. (48) 
i-1 
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Correspondingly, the governing equilibrium 
equations are expanded in a Taylor series at (q,, , AC,). 
As in the case of a simple critical point, the first-order 
equations yield 

“I = %P + i: Wi, (49) 
i=l 

[compare to eqn (25)]. in the second-order equation 
(26), the last term in brackets multiplied with the 
critical eigenmodes Z & should vanish. It yields 

+2rQ&-Kv, =O, i=l,..., N, (SO) 

in which the expression in the brackets should vanish 
in order to have solution for v, . Introducing eqn (49) 
into the term in brackets in eqn (50) gives 

where 

According to the theorem of Bezout [36-381 there are 
at most ZN - 1 essentially different real solutions and 
at least one solution, if eqn (51) is not degenerate, 
when there are infinitely many solutions. 

Obviously the most dangerous paths are the most 
important 0nes.t So, the direction KY_ 1 CT& which 
minimizes g, is to be found. Unfortunately in the FE 
computations the discretization errors in some cases 
could change the multiple critical point of the math- 
ematical model onto a situation, where there are N 
nearly simultaneous critical modes. In this case the 
Koiter’s theorem (see previous footnote) no longer 
holds. It seems to be obvious, that in the case of 
multiple critical point, it is im~~ible to branch 
without the knowledge of the second derivatives in 
eqn (51). 

$ Koiter 1391 has shown that, for a structure with simul- 
taneous buckling modes, the direction e of the post-buckling 
paths coincide with the unit vectors & for which the cubic or 
quartic form of the potential energy takes a stationary value 
on the unit sphere //9& = 1. The post-buckling path of 
steepest descent or smallest rise coincide with the unit 
vectors 6 for which the cubic or qua&c form takes its 
absolute minimum on the unit sphere. 

EXAMPLES 

The behaviour of a two degree of freedom 
example [ 181 is studied. Depending on the value of ~1, 
see Fig. 6, the primary path (u, =O) of the perfect 
structure (c = 0) has two (a < 1.25) or one (a = 1.25) 
branching points or it has no critical points 
(a > 1.25). Considering the case a = 1.3, L = 0, the 
primary path is stable for all values of load par- 
ameter. However, there are secondary equilibrium 
paths which do not cross the primary path near the 
point (A = 1.0, cp = 0), see Fig. 6. After noticing the 
burns dete~in~t, the ~~urbation process is 
started from an equilibrium state which has been 
reached two steps before, to avoid convergence on the 
complementary paths. In this example the pertur- 
bation is added only to the load vector. 

Second example is a two-hinged arch subjected 
to a central point load [22,40], see Fig. 7. After 
non-linear pre-buckling state an unstable symmetric 

Fig. 6a. 

d! = 0.13 

l.60 

1.26 

1 

0.76 

-1.6 -1 -0.6 0 0.6 1 

Fig. 6b. 

Fig. 6. Two d.o.f. model, 1 = PjkL, c = ~/kL’, E =&CL”. 
Equilibrium paths for the perfect structure are marked with 
solid lines (a = 1.3). Dotted lines correspond to the per- 
turbed equilibrium paths (t =0.0025, 0.005, 0.006, 0.01, 
0.02). At the solid circle the determinant of the tangent 
stiffness matrix has a ~nim~, det~~O.OSdet~,). 
Dashed lines are the two calculated perturbed secondary 

paths (a and b). 
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R= 100 

L = 80 
II = 1, cross section hight 

B = 1, cross section width 

v=o 

Fig. 7. 

Step 

II 
12 
13 

Iteration 

: 
3 

Table 3. Branching onto an unstable path 

PR2/EI v/R ERR Notes 

13.210 0.1081 Simple critical point noticed 
13.067 0.1051 Calculated critical state 
13.067 O.IOSl Prediction step onto the branch 

12.786 13.045 0.1071 0.1073 2.1595 5.6851 x x W2 10-Z 
13.055 0.1075 3.2580 x 1O-3 

4 13.055 

ERR = ~ll~‘llc/Kl -~)lltkllcl. 

0.1075 9.2299 x 1O-5 

bifu~tion point occurs at the load level 
P = 13.0EZ/R2 (EZ is the bending stiffness and 
R the radius of the arch), as obtained by 
Huddleston [40]. In this study 30 equal linear 
Timoshenko beam elements are used to model the 
arch. Starting with the initial load step 
AP! =4EZ/R2, the bifur~tion occurred between 
steps 10 and 11 at the load value 13.067EZ/R2. 
Ramm’s simple arc-length control (32) is used with 
the number of desired correcror iterations Id= 3. 
The updated weighting matrix is found according 
to eqns (36)-(41). Convergence at the iterative 
procedure is checked with 

& (Inill,< TOLDIlt&= TOLD As’, 

where 

( IWk IIn’-*lk 
q=max- -, 

lW’llc ll~i-211c ) 
4 E P.5, 1) 

II x IL = Jww 

and the vectors ti, n’ and the matrix C are given in 
eqns (12), (13) and (17), TOLD = lo-“.? Conver- 
gence onto the unstable branch is shown in Table 3. 
It should be noted that in the present case (bifur- 
cation) algorithms presented in Tables 1 and 2 are 
identical. 

t The termination criteria for the iterative process in 
this example is inconsistently strict compared to the 
discretization errors in displacements, which an of the order 
of 1%. 

Sna~throu~ ins~bility characterizes the large 
deformation behaviour of a shallow hexagonal dome 
under a point load shown in Fig. 8. The experimental 
limit load from a Plexiglas model frame [41] is 251 N. 
A linear interpolated Timoshenko beam element is 
used in the computations [42]. Starting with a load 
increment of 50 N, the snapping occurred at the load 
levels 260 or 253 N when element meshes with four or 
eight elements per member are used, respectively. The 
result from the computations using the coarser mesh 
is shown in Fig. 8 (dotted line). 

If the vertical supports are not free to move in 
the horizontal direction, bifurcation occurs in the 
~~lib~urn path before- the limit point. Due to 
the symmetry the multiplicity of the critical point is 
two. In order to follow the post-critical equilibrium 
path, a symmetry condition has to be chosen. In the 
present calculations the rotation of the apex about 
the direction of the point load and one horizontal 
displacement component are restrained. In Fig. 8 
the load-deflection curves are shown. Using four 
elements per member and the initial load step of 50 N, 
the bifurcation load, 358 N, is reached after 14 load 
steps. If the horizontal deflections and the rotation 
about the vertical axis are restrained, the symmetric 
defo~ation mode has a fold point at load level 
373 N. This is considerably lower value than the 
one obtained by Meek and Tan [43], 415 N, but is 
quite close to the result obtained by Hasegawa 
ef al. [44], 365 N, or by Nee and Haldar [45], 380 N. 
Hasegawa et al. [44] have used 16 elements for one- 
sixth of the dome. This problem is not ~i~arly 
tricky for the continuation algorithm. When 
analysing the symmetric deformation mode the 
modified Newton-Raphson scheme (2-3 corrector 
iterations per load increment) can be used through 
the whole equilibrium path shown in Fig. 8. 
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free to move in horizontdf directiolk . .._ ,,._,..., 
horizontal movement restrained 
- symmetric dcformiltion mode _ 
- uasymmetric deformation mode _ _ _ 

I 

I 

/ 

w / mm 

Fig. 8a. 

E = 3019.96 MPa 
u = 0.383 
L = 609.6 mm 
f = 44.45 mm 
H = B = 17.78 mm 

L c 

Fig. 8b. 

Only near the bifurcation point in the post-buckling 
regime the full Newtonian method was required. 
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